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The Necessity of Encryption for Preserving Critical Infrastructure
Integrity: Protecting Data At-Rest, In Transit, and During Processing
with Format Preserving Encryption
Author – James Scott, Sr. Fellow, Institute for Critical Infrastructure Technology
Breaches Result in Loss of Trust
Cybersecurity is rooted in trust. Organizations expend resources purchasing and maintaining
the systems and applications that they most trust to be secure against adversarial compromise.
Trusted personnel are tasked with maintaining, operating, and improving on these systems and
processes. Consumers trust organizations to securely store, process and transmit their data.
Lately, consumers have not been able to trust public or private entities to secure their data.
Adversaries are irrevocably becoming more sophisticated, capable, and successful in their
perpetual attempts to exfiltrate treasure troves of classified information, PII, intellectual
property, etc. [1]. There are only two types of networks, those that have been compromised
and those that are compromised without the operator’s awareness. Attackers launch multistage campaigns simultaneously along multiple vectors, and no one solution has proven
capable of preventing compromise along all vectors. Over extended periods, threat actors
surreptitiously navigate networks in search of access to sensitive systems and data. The risk is
compounded by the cultural negligence of vendors that fail to prioritize security throughout the
development of the software and hardware upon which other public and private organizations
depend. Despite expensive and expansive security suites, Information Security professionals
and network operators can never be certain to what information and network segments
attackers already have access. What is certain is that unencrypted sensitive information is the
easiest and most obvious target for hackers of every categorization of sophistication. If data are
valuable to an organization, then it is valuable to an internal or external threat actor.
Intentionally leaving data unencrypted is naïve and negligent. It is akin to surrendering to the
attacker because they circumvented the perimeter security and then rewarding them with the
highest value commodity contained in the network; information which likely describes subjects
who may not have even acquiesced to the collection, storage, transmission, or processing of
their data. Countless organizations, especially those relying on legacy technologies, are no
longer able to repel malicious cyber campaigns. Organizations can no longer confidently assert
the security of systems; instead, they must assume systems compromised until sufficient trust
can be gained based on security audits, anti-malware detection systems, artificial intelligence
defenses, endpoint security, and other bleeding-edge layered defense-grade security solutions.
The government sector is second only to the healthcare sector in system vulnerability and
susceptibility to attack, as measured in total records breached. According to HPE CTO Rob Roy,
“Whether it is an insider, a contractor, or a nation state, data theft is rising to epidemic levels in
government. Even if an agency is not aware of it, chances are high that data has been stolen or
misused without their consent.” Of the 36.6 million records exposed in 2016, 13.9 million were
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exfiltrated from government systems. The average breach requires 229 days to detect. Some
incidents or the impact of incidents are not discovered until years later; consequently, the
number of records exposed in 2016 as the result of government breaches could far exceed
current estimations [2]. Between 2010 and 2016, federal and state agencies publicly disclosed
203 breaches. There was a 40% increase in government sector data breaches in 2016, resulting
in 72 data breaches. In each and every incident, attackers exfiltrated PII (SSN, names,
birthdates, etc.) Intellectual Property, organizational or operational intelligence, and other
lucrative information that could be leveraged to impact the public, critical infrastructure,
national security, or additional public and private sector organizations. Approximately half of
the 2016 government breaches exposed Social Security Numbers [3]. Numerous other incidents
exposed even more sensitive information.
The OPM breach and other federal government breaches have eroded the public’s confidence
in the federal entities’ ability to secure sensitive systems and data against adversarial
compromise. In June 2015, DHS, FBI, Congress, and the public were informed that the Office of
Personnel Management’s (OPM) systems were breached by a threat actor believed to be the
Chinese sponsored Deep Panda APT in November 2013, March 2014, and October 2014. The
breaches of USIS and Keypoint resulted in the loss of the personal information of 27,000 and
48,439 federal employees respectively. The first OPM breach resulted in the loss of network
manuals and information that may have allowed the attackers to conduct subsequent USIS,
Keypoint, Anthem, and second OPM breaches. The second and third intrusion into OPM’s
networks resulted in the loss of 4.2 million personal records and 21.5 million SF-86 forms,
affecting former and current federal employees and their family members. Additionally, 5.5
million fingerprint files were also exfiltrated from the system. The 127-page forms contain
granular information about federal employees, which a nation state could use for a multitude
of purposes, such as creating a veritable database of federal employees. As a result, in the
future, federal employees can be specifically targeted for espionage and cyber-warfare
campaigns. OPM did not follow cyber security best practices. Further, the hyper-exploitable
data were not encrypted because according to Former OPM Chief Information Officer Donna
Seymour “Some legacy systems may not be capable of being encrypted.” Her supposition is not
correct. Data can be encrypted on both legacy and modern systems using advanced encryption
methodologies such as the Format Preserving Encryption (FPE) derivative of the AES algorithm.
Encryption alone does not stop adversaries, and it would not have prevented the exfiltration of
data from OPM systems; however, encryption does inhibit the attackers’ ability to act on the
data, and it would have greatly diminished the proverbial “Sword of Damocles” that will hang
over the United States for decades as a result of OPM’s failure to encrypt data during storage,
transmission, and processing [4].
Many Public-sector security incidents resulted from attempts to secure legacy technology with
increasingly inadequate network and endpoint security solutions such as signature driven
antimalware, intrusion prevention systems, etc. Legacy technologies are unsustainable and
securing such archaic systems is nigh-impossible. For instance, authentication management
solutions can secure the Data and Application layers unless an attacker leverages legitimate
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credentials. Similarly, Firewalls and similar solutions can act as middleware but cannot prevent
traffic interception. Encrypted databases and storage could be infected with malware or subject
to exfiltration by a malicious insider. Instead, the organization should focus on modernizing
their systems and on data-centric security best practices and encryption technologies that “can
protect data no matter where it resides, how it is transported, or even how it is used.”
Sophisticated data-centric encryption solutions do not impede mission performance and are
already widely used in the private sector where “render high-value and PII data useless for
cybercriminals while supporting legacy systems and enabling compliance with regulations such
as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
(GLBA), General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), and others.” Data-centric layered defenses
include encryption, tokenization, data masking, and enterprise key management to protect
data at all times, everywhere in the network, during all operations [3]. Since agencies and other
public entities have habitually failed to secure citizens’ data, legislators and regulators must
intervene to ensure that local, state, and federal entities possess the resources to secure and
eventually modernize their architectures, and they must mandate that organizations secure
data at-rest, in-transit, and during-processing to the best of their capabilities, according to
available technologies, such as Format Preserving Encryption, and according to established
legislation and regulation.
A Public Legacy of Breaches and Exploitation
Government entities have a moral and legal responsibility to act as role-model data custodians
by securing data according to its value or potential for harm if compromised and by protecting
consumers from malicious exploitation by cyber-adversaries. Agency leaders must prioritize
data protection and legislators must ensure not only that they are required to do so, but also
that data are holistically and systematically protected at rest, in transit, and during processing
on all agency and third-party systems such that even a sophisticated and persistent adversary
that gains access to critical system or caches of sensitive information cannot leverage that
access to inflict further harm by exploiting it against the public. The OPM breach was the cyberPearl Harbor that catalyzes the awakening of an informed, disgruntled, and vengeful public.
Now, when breaches occur, consumers, taxpayers, and constituents demand immediate
investigations into the accountability of agency heads, IT personnel, and regulators. “Why was
that data not encrypted?” is the first question asked following a successful adversarial
exfiltration. Failure to take even minimal cybersecurity precautions, such as encrypting data,
can serve as the evidence necessary to determine legal liability, can seed decades of cascading
incidents and impacts within the public and private sector, and can abruptly terminate
otherwise bountiful careers [5].
Government organizations encounter unique impediments when securing sensitive data.
Legacy systems are struggling to process their exponentially increasing volumes of data, let
alone bear the computational burden of traditional third-party security, that can only indirectly
protect data. Most data-protection techniques only shield data in storage. While these methods
prove effective for neutralizing lost or stolen storage devices, they do not protect transient data
or decrypted volumes. Further, after a decade of embarrassment due to arguably preventable
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security incidents, government agencies are trying to regain public trust via operational
transparency while attempting to combat emerging threats by sharing threat intelligence
between relevant stakeholders. As a result, agencies are required to comply with federal
standards and regulations that enhance data security and enable data privacy, such as the
Cybersecurity Act of 2015, DFARS CUI, and General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR), the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), and Federal Information Processing
Standards (FIPS) [3].
Legacy systems remain ridiculously prevalent in agency IT architectures. These outdated relics
demand an estimated three-fourths of the annual IT budget and cost as much as $0.74 per
dollar to marginally secure and maintain (compared to $0.15 per dollar for modern system
investments) [6]. Practically every breach of an agency in recent years is at least in part due to
the compromise of a legacy system and exceedingly few of those exploitable systems had
native data encryption implemented at the time of compromise. The common justification that
flustered officials spew when attempting to reprehensibly defend their failure to secure
sensitive systems and data is some variation of “the outdated architecture did not support
foundational defense solutions such as encryption.” This hackneyed adage is an empty and
baseless excuse. System modernization is inevitable, and the sooner agencies begin to invest in
modern systems constructed with security-by-design and in defense-grade solutions, the
sooner critical infrastructure systems and the treasure troves of valuable PII, IP, EHRs, etc. will
be secured from adversarial exploitation. Transitioning to modernized infrastructure does not
occur overnight. Many of the systems in desperate need of revitalization are also essential for
the day to day or minute to minute operations of an organization or region. Lives may
dynamically depend on the constant uptime of a system or on operators’ immediate access to
data. In some cases, especially in the case of “Frankensteined” and solutions or applications
that were custom tailored over years or decades, redundancy systems necessary to allow an
entity to backup or replace a vital unit without interrupting operations, does not exist.
Consequently, in lieu of a convenient and immediate security solution, operators sacrifice
security in favor of convenience or necessity because they erroneously believe no other options
exist. Instead, while intermediary solutions and modernization systems are developed legacy
systems can be secured with application “shims” and virtualization clients on the front end,
APIs and encryption applications in the middle, and the legacy system on the backend [5].
Legacy systems are attractive targets for hackers because they are static in their form, they are
susceptible to novel attack vectors for which defenses did not exist during their construction,
and because IT professionals all-too-often fail to secure the systems or protect the data held
within, because they convince themselves that “the system cannot support security or
encryption” [7]. Some contend that legacy systems are shielded from cyber-adversaries by their
outdated programming languages, aged applications, and antique hardware. This
rationalization leads to a false sense of security and complacency. Security-through-antiquity or
security-by-obscurity is a myth. Legacy systems are complex and expose an organization to
considerable risk due to a lack of support, a dearth of updates and patches, technological
incompatibilities, and network opaqueness. Based on FISMA reported data from 2012-2015, for
every one percent of spending an agency shifts from maintaining a legacy system, it can expect
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a five percent reduction in the number of security incidents [8]. Other organizations operating
legacy architecture eschew encrypting sensitive data out of fear that the cryptographic
processes will slow applications, burden IT infrastructure or otherwise sap finite resources. In
the past, encryption did contribute to computational overhead and tax memory and processing
resources because entire pieces of data had to be decrypted, using whatever key size was
originally used for during encryption, in order to read a portion. Each encryption and decryption
operation added microseconds to the transaction time. For some sectors, such as finance or
healthcare, these minuscule contributions could aggregate into considerable overhead. As a
result, these sectors rejected plans to encrypt data at rest, in transit, and during processing,
unless mandated to do so. Contemporary cryptographic algorithms and techniques combined
with the added processing power and capacity of modern technology mitigate the overhead
and impact on performance resultant from holistic encryption solutions. Further, Format
Preserving Encryption, field level encryption, and other solutions empower organizations to
determine what data or fields to encrypt or decrypt and what non-sensitive information can
remain unencrypted to reduce overhead and facilitate operational efficiency.
Select organizations can justify continued reliance on legacy systems. For instance, it is possible
that a tailored application required years of customization and that upgrading to the current
version would necessitate years of additional resource expenditures to re-modify the
application. Patching and updating may be updating or foregone to mitigate the risk of
unintentionally disrupting operations or permanently breaking the system. That said, every
disregarded update or patch contributes the massive number of accumulated system
vulnerabilities. Each vulnerability can be exploited along one or more vectors by cyberadversaries incalculable. Eventually, the system becomes steeped in technical debt, and it
becomes too difficult or expensive to secure. At this stage, when modernization is the most
practical, yet also the most difficult solution, encryption is an inexpensive and invaluable tool
for delaying compromise, mitigating exploitation and exfiltration, and wasting threat actors’
resources. Investments in strong encryption translate to high-yield investments in time that
could not otherwise be purchased. Even for systems diligently secured behind comprehensive
layers of security solutions, encryption can serve as faux-insurance against security oversights
or solution implantation misalignments. A legacy system fortified behind dozens of security
applications and defensive measures can be rendered suddenly vulnerable if it is integrated
with modern technology, such as the Internet-of-Things and if security professionals lack the
resources or foresight to mitigate nascent attack vectors. Encryption also mitigates some of the
risk due to malicious insider’s illicit access to valuable data-stores. Again, while not a silverbullet to prevent compromise, encryption does decrease the risk of harmful impacts against the
organization and its data subjects. An attacker that exfiltrates properly encrypted data is left
with nonsensical fields that can only be decrypted with either the key or a massive investment
in computational resources and time [9].
The private sector IT refresh cycle ranges three to five years; meanwhile, the age of most state
system is more accurately measured in decades. State and local governments are especially
reliant on antiquated and ill-maintained technologies due to a lack of resources or qualified
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professionals [10]. To efficiently combat the overwhelming threat landscape surrounding state
and local government systems, many have adopted the Federal Information Processing
Standard (FIPS) for cybersecurity acquisitions. FIPS 140-2 is the gold standard of encryption
solutions. HPE is the first company to receive FIPS 140-2 certification for its SecureData formatpreserving encryption package. The solution was the first validated by NIST to meet the strict
standards that the federal government now relies on when buying technology from vendors. It
also preserves the relationship between encrypted fields of data, and it works with third-party
software [11]. FPE facilitates collaboration between stakeholders, the use of big-data analytics,
and the adoption of new technologies such as cloud, Hadoop, or IoT solutions while diminishing
the risk of data leakage or exfiltration of IP, PII, classified intelligence, and other information
[3].
When cloud, modernization, and encryption solutions began to emerge, agencies initially
refused to upgrade antiquated systems and applications out of concern that PII and other
sensitive information would not be secure or that critical systems might cease functioning.
Many of their concerns were founded in false pretenses concerning encryption. Some wrongly
believe that encryption will break applications or render legacy applications inoperable because
the operation of algorithmically securing the data would alter the format of the information.
Rob Roy contends, “The argument that we can't protect legacy systems is no longer the case.
NIST validated a new AES method last year that supports protecting legacy systems - this new
Format Preserving Encryption (FPE) is data centric, meaning the protection follows the data
whether at rest, in use, and in motion, and has the added ability of supporting data sharing and
analytics without decryption.” In 2016, NIST standardized “Format Preserving Encryption.” FPE
is a form of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), which encrypts data in the same format. The
only difference is that each value is encrypted and that a portion of the values may be disclosed
for use or analysis while the remainder of the data remains encrypted. Similarly, identity-based
encryption within cloud solutions enhances security because no one organization “holds the
keys” to the data. Instead, each organization holds its own root key and individuals authorized
to access specific datasets can access those data as needed [5].
Data Integrity Can be Preserved through Encryption
In 2016, NIST published SP 800-38G, establishing standards for Format Preserving Encryption.
Their FF1 AES encryption standard enabled government agencies and contractors to use FPE to
protect sensitive data-at-rest, data-in-motion, and data-in-use while preserving data formats
[3]. Format-preserving encryption (FPE) enables users to encrypt data in a way that mimics its
initial format. For example, a nine digit Social Security number encrypted with FPE would
become a nine-digit string with different characters from the original, and it could be used in
any process that does not require the number to be decrypted. State and local government
legacy systems are the most likely to rely on legacy systems requiring rigid input parameters
and whose operations could be disrupted by the employment of any encryption algorithm that
altered the format of the original value ( i.e. expressing a 9-digit SSN as 9 letters) [11]. Older
AES methodologies transformed data into long strings that did not match the original data
format, could not be used for analytics without decryption, and could not be transmitted to
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other databases or applications that did not expect the unfamiliar format. Previous NIST
standards were only applicable to binary data and it was technologically infeasible to encrypt
decimal values while also allowing computers to read the number in its original format. FPE
makes it easier and more effective for organizations to encrypt data at-rest, in-motion, and inuse, while preserving its utility and format. It can be sued to render long strings indecipherable
in binary and decimal formats. Even if a system is compromised, FPE encrypted data are
worthless to attackers. However, analysts can still identify patterns in the encrypted data, run
queries, and transmit it to systems around the world without breaking other databases. FPE can
leave a small portion of the data deciphered so that it can be used for identification and
processing, but it cannot be used to compromise the user. A familiar example of this is being
able to see the last four digits of the SSN or credit card number in private sector transactions.
The government sector can similarly de-identify sensitive information without necessarily
overhauling existing infrastructure.
FPE Reduces Regulatory Investments
Regulatory and legislative compliance is a critical cornerstone of Information Security because
mandatory adherence to cybersecurity and cyber-hygiene best practices in the public and
private sectors reduces the overall risk of loss, theft, manipulation, or unauthorized
dissemination of important data. Non-compliance often results in fines, sanctions, and other
penalties, which can amount to millions of dollars annually. An estimated 93% of organizations
report challenges meeting compliance requirements. Approximately 49% of organizations
reported receiving fines or sanctions for regulatory non-compliance in recent years due to their
inability to meet the demands of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI
DSS), the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA), the Federal Risk and
Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP), IRS Publication 1075, Controlled Unclassified
Information (CUI), General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST standards), and a multitude of other audit standards, all at once because
they lack the necessary resources to fulfill all requirements pertinent to their operations. Since
encryption and due diligence protection of data is part of practically every regulation,
organizations that adopt FPE solutions and accompanying technologies can maximize their
investment towards simultaneously meeting portions of all relevant regulations [1].
Mandatory Encryption Can Restore Trust in the Public Sector
Encryption is an organization’s last hope when all other defenses have failed to deter an
attacker. It is not a panacea. Rather, it is a tool to be used in conjunction with defense-grade
layered defense solutions such as anti-malware, whitelisted firewalls, UEBA, etc. Encryption,
especially Format Preserving Encryption, is universally possible on legacy and modern systems
and no responsible organization can justify failing to protect their data at-rest, in-transit, and
during-processing by encrypting the data. Encryption is unique in that it is the only solution that
definitely impedes an adversary’s ability to exploit exfiltrated data because, in order to profit
from or leverage the data in future attacks, the adversary must first expend significant
resources breaking the complex encryption securing the data. It is a foundational operation. For
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the sake of consumers, critical infrastructure, and national security, public and private
organizations must at least encrypt their data; even if legislators and regulators have to
mandate encryption requirements. Rob Roy explains, “It's really not rocket science, all they
need is a mandate to protect the data entrusted to them by US citizens. All data has a lifecycle,
and the process to managing it is simple - define what data you need to protect (e.g. PII, PHI,
high value data, state secrets), discover it in file shares, databases or content managers, classify
it and then apply your policy and protection around it.”
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Legacy Systems are the “Lowest Hanging Fruit”: Improving Information
Security by Applying Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning to
Modernized Systems
Author – Malcolm Harkins, ICIT Fellow & Chief Security and Trust Officer, Cylance
The Costs of Legacy Systems
The maintenance and upkeep of legacy infrastructure absorb as much as 75% of the allocated IT
budget [1]. The remainder is split between hiring qualified Information Security personnel,
developing bridge solutions between modern and archaic technologies, and purchasing
antiquated security solutions capable of securing outdated systems. Despite immense
defensive resource investments, adversaries only need to dedicate a modicum of their
resources towards compromising legacy systems because the devices have well-documented
vulnerabilities and because in many cases, the systems barely remain spontaneously reliable
enough to perform their functions. Further, the average breach is not detected for 229 days
and costs $158 per stolen record [2]. Since more records are digitized daily in each sector, the
cost of breaches will continue to increase.

The Benefits of System Modernization and Algorithmic Defenses
Modernized systems exhibit fewer inherent vulnerabilities and can be better secured by layered
defenses; however, even modernized architectures can be compromised by attackers for
relative pennies. It barely costs attackers resources to launch spear-phishing or DDoS
campaigns. If one employee responds to the lure or opens a malicious attachment, the
organization is compromised. If one subsystem buckles under the Distributed-Denial-of-Service
attack and the network suffers, then the attacker’s DDoS attack has succeeded. System
modernization is both necessary and inevitable. Legacy systems cannot be adequately secured
against the dynamic threat landscape because most were not constructed with considerations
of security or the advent of the Internet.
An efficient and comprehensive Information Security solution simultaneously addresses the
concerns of every stakeholder. It does not jeopardize the confidentiality, availability, or
integrity of data, or the continued reliability of services, in favor of the profit of the corporation.
Conversely, legacy security necessitates the prioritization of one stakeholder’s needs or desires
over those of the other parties, because dwindling IT resources can barely guarantee trust in
essential systems let alone security in every device. The combination of modernization and
artificial intelligence solutions such as machine learning, adjust the asymmetric threat
landscape to give public and private organizations a chance to preempt or mitigate adversarial
campaigns. The healthcare, federal, and financial sectors are perpetually besieged by
sophisticated and unsophisticated threat actors intent on exfiltrating treasure troves of
valuable patient data. Ransomware, IoT botnet attacks, multi-layered multi-adversary attack
campaigns, constantly mutating malware, an influx of new and innovative adversaries, and
other threats can all be stymied when legacy systems are phased out in favor of modernized
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systems that incorporate security-by-design and layered defenses that include algorithmic
defense grade solutions. The preventative and predictive natures of AI and ML solutions applied
to modernized systems redresses the cybersecurity paradigm from reactionary to proactive.

Enhanced Data Organization and Analysis
Machine learning and artificial intelligence solutions can be configured to apply Big Data
algorithms to data sets that are too massive or disparate for human categorization and analysis.
For example, healthcare organizations with modernized systems can leverage machine learning
and artificial intelligence to consolidate, utilize, and secure treasure troves of data collected
from patients, mobile systems, IoT devices, associated networks, and third-party partners. The
analysis of data sets and the analysis of the combination of incongruent data sets results in
profound insights and transformative innovation.

Secure Data Transmission and Communication
Blockchain is a mechanism for the exchange of data between nodes (users, organizations, etc.)
via a shared database without the inclusion of a third-party data controller or information silo.
It is a scalable, secure, and efficient transaction medium which can be implemented in
modernized architectures with the help of machine learning. For instance, IBM’s Watson AI
division and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) are researching how healthcare
organizations can improve public health by leveraging massive volumes of disparate and diverse
data through a secure owner-mediated data sharing ecosystem. As a result, some of their
efforts focus on the application of machine learning driven Blockchain technology to the
exchange of owner-mediated data from sources including electronic health records (EHRs)
clinical trials, genomic data, health data collected from mobile devices, from wearables, and
from IoT devices. Blockchain can secure and standardize fragmented data from across
disjointed architectures while empowering each patient to be the primary custodian of their
EHR, instead of dozens of organization databases. Additionally, patients gain access to their
personal health information (PHI), and data is shared between healthcare stakeholders through
a secure channel. Healthcare organizations no longer need to blindly rely on the security of
third-parties when transmitting data. Finally, the immutable Blockchain audit trail ensures the
accountability of all stakeholders throughout the exchange process [3].

Automatic Cybersecurity and Maintenance
Information Technology and Information Security personnel are inundated by the number of
dashboards, products, and security suites necessary to minimally protect critical infrastructure
from even unsophisticated threats. In legacy architectures, layers of incompatible technologies
are “Frankensteined” together in a haphazard attempt at nominally meeting security standards,
with limited regard towards actually securing the system. Discordant technology in every layer
exponentially increases the “cybersecurity noise” and results in additional exploitable
vulnerabilities. Meanwhile, C-level executives suffer from solution fatigue as the result of
incessant product evaluations, failed investments, and publically disclosed security incidents.
Algorithmic defense solutions such as artificial intelligence and machine learning can manage
and automate organizational cybersecurity and cyber-hygiene practices so that Information
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Security personnel can focus on managing fewer systems and on combating fewer threats.
Machine learning and artificial intelligence solutions displace legacy defenses, such as
traditional signature and heuristic driven antivirus and because they go beyond Security
Information and Event Management (SIEM) solutions, which aggregate event data from
solutions across an IT infrastructure and which attempt to conduct near-real-time security
analytics and threat detection, are plagued by data overload, false positives, and false
negatives. Unlike legacy security, artificial intelligence and machine learning applications do not
necessitate updates from malware signature repositories or an Internet connection to secure
network infrastructure.
Modernized systems leverage intelligent defense grade solutions to automatically monitor
every aspect of the network at rates and accuracies far greater than humanly possible.
Sophisticated machine learning and artificial intelligence solutions dynamically detect and
respond to suspicious activity before malicious code executes on the system. Similarly, Deep
Learning algorithms and user and entity behavioral analytics (UEBA) solutions applied to
modern network architecture detect and mitigate breaches that result from human-error and
insider threat. These solutions can manage network authentication and access events across
applications and infrastructure. An AI/ML system could prioritize such alerts, correlate them
with abnormal user behaviors, integrate intelligence feed data, and provide response
recommendations or even automated remediation. As a result of the automation of
rudimentary cybersecurity and cyber-hygiene best practices, security incidence will drastically
diminish as unsophisticated threats are automatically repelled, sophisticated threats are
allayed, and security personnel can focus on modernizing systems, improving network
architecture, and on mitigating the inherent vulnerabilities present in underlying hardware and
software.

Optimized System Efficiency
Legacy technologies are notorious for their incompatibilities with each other and with modern
technologies. Modernized systems are more efficient, reliable, and adaptable. Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning applications can be scaled to modern networks, and they
can be trained to manage the interconnection between multiple networks or between
organizational infrastructure and emerging technology such as the Internet of Things (IoT). In
this manner, modern systems can leverage the full potential of IoT devices, the Internet, and
other technologies in order to optimize efficiency and performance in real-time. For instance,
the Department of Energy is developing Grid-Modeling aware Machine Learning tools to
monitor the transmission grid during its normal operations and to contain significant frequency
events in near real-time. Machine learning will be used to provide situational awareness,
computational capabilities, and transmission map visualization to existing software. The tools
rely on advanced optimization and computation methods and algorithms and state-of-the-art
applications and measurement devices to monitor aggregated micro-synchrophasor
measurements [4]. The automatic adjustment of the transmission grid in near real-time saves
the Energy sector millions of dollars per year, better serves the needs of consumers, and
reduces the potential waste of energy resources.
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Artificial Intelligence may be able to solve a number of additional government conundrums. For
instance, the Air Force is working with two vendors to use IBM’s Watson to create a
“bureaucracy buster” capable of identifying areas where federal bureaucratic red-tape, often
due to outdated mandates and procedures, needlessly obstructs necessary activities. If
successful, the solution may increase federal efficiency and governmental transparency [5].

Failure to Modernize and Adopt Algorithmic Defense is Perilous
Defense-grade intelligent solutions applied to modernized systems proactively identify
indicators of cyber threats and automatically respond and adapt network defenses to
preemptively thwart cyber adversaries before harm is inflicted on critical infrastructure,
sensitive systems, modernized organizations or valuable consumer data. Artificial intelligence
and machine learning are rapidly transforming public and private sector Information Security.
Currently only an estimated seven percent of security professionals use AI solutions in their
layered defenses. As more legacy systems are modernized over the next three years, the rate of
AI and ML adoption will increase, and powerful defense-grade algorithmic solutions will
become more pervasive, accessible, and readily available [6]. Organizations that fail to
modernize antiquated legacy systems or that fail to adopt sophisticated algorithmic defenses
will become the next generation of “low-hanging fruit” that are unceasingly beleaguered by
unsophisticated and sophisticated malicious cyber-adversaries, ranging from script kiddie to
cyber-mercenary to advanced persistent threat (APT).
Sources
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If You Like Your Data, Put a Crypto on It!
Author – Rob Roy, ICIT Fellow and Federal CTO, Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Sensitive data managed by the Federal government is often not protected as well as it should
be. This has resulted in many large-scale data breaches at Federal agencies that have
undermined public confidence in the government. And although the Cybersecurity Act of 2015
requires federal agencies to encrypt or otherwise render indecipherable sensitive data that is
stored on or transiting agency information systems, many federal agencies address this
requirement in a way that provides little or no meaningful protection to sensitive data.
Because federal agencies largely act only as required by law, it seems likely that new legislation
is needed to encourage agencies to protect sensitive data in a meaningful way instead of a
minimal and ineffective way that happens to comply with existing laws. To understand the
limitations of the approach typically used by federal agencies, it is helpful to understand a
notional “encryption stack” that is conceptually similar to the familiar internet protocol stack
that provides the basis for today’s internet.

The Case for Encryption
Because the federal government is not driven by the same profit motive that the private sector
is, the same cost-benefit analyses that justify the use of information security technologies may
not easily apply to federal agencies. But recent research suggests that the potential gains from
federal agencies using a higher level of security may actually be significant.
Many of the estimates of the cost of cybercrime are simply not credible. One statistic that is
widely cited, yet obviously wrong is that cybercrime costs the global economy trillions of dollars
per year. One recent estimate was that it is about $3 trillion dollars per year (greater than the
GDP of either the United Kingdom or France) and may grow to even more alarmingly large
numbers over the next few years.1 To help provide a more meaningful estimate of the true cost
of cybercrime, the UK government asked a group of researchers led by Dr. Ross Anderson
(University of Cambridge) to perform a more careful analysis of the costs of cybercrime to help
the UK government make better policy decisions. Anderson’s team estimated that the global
cost of cybercrime is probably actually much lower than the widely-reported numbers suggest. 2
In particular, they estimated that the direct costs of cybercrime are actually quite modest:
Traditional offences such as tax and welfare fraud cost the typical citizen in the low
hundreds of pounds/Euros/dollars a year; transitional frauds cost a few
pounds/Euros/dollars; while the new computer crimes cost in the tens of pence/cents.

1

http://cybersecurityventures.com/hackerpocalypse-cybercrime-report-2016/. Retrieved April 25, 2017.
Anderson, Ross, Chris Barton, Rainer Böhme, Richard Clayton, Michel JG Van Eeten, Michael Levi, Tyler Moore,
and Stefan Savage. "Measuring the cost of cybercrime." In The economics of information security and privacy, pp.
265-300. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2013.
2
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When the benefits that we gain from using the internet for commerce are considered, those
costs may seem quite reasonable. The benefits from using the internet are easily worth a few
cents per person per year. They are probably even worth a couple of hundred dollars per year.
So the direct costs of cybercrime are probably very manageable. They are essentially just a cost
of doing business these days.
But Anderson’s team also found that the opportunity costs from cybercrime are much higher.
They estimated that the indirect costs due to loss of confidence by both consumers and
merchants are many times higher than the actual losses due to fraud, and are actually the
biggest component of the total losses due to cybercrime. There has been no corresponding
research done that focuses on the public sector, but if the same pattern holds there, we should
expect that the biggest loss that federal agencies are experiencing from cybercrime is due to
the lack of confidence, both on the part of federal agencies and citizens. This lack of confidence
impedes their ability to efficiently provide essential government services.
So to realize the full benefits that the internet can allow, federal agencies need to address the
issue. This means that they need to focus on meaningful applications of information security
technologies instead of just meeting the minimum standards that are required by law.
Essentially, it means to encrypt all sensitive data, and to encrypt at the application layer instead
of where encryption is typically taking place today. The default state of the data should be
protected all the time and decrypted only on the rare occasion when re-identification is
required.

The Encryption Stack
The internet protocol suite that’s sometimes known as “TCP/IP” (for two of its components: the
Transport Control Protocol and the Internet Protocol) defines the communications protocols
used in most of today’s computer networks. One notable feature of TCP/IP is how it abstracts
the functionality of a computer network into four layers that we think of as comprising a
“stack.” In this notional stack, we have multiple logical layers that process information in which
information only gets passed between adjacent layers of the stack.
The TCP/IP stack comprises four layers:3,4 Application, Transport, IP and Network Access
(sometimes called the Link layer), as shown in Figure 1. As the arrows in Figure 1 suggest,
information is only passed between adjacent layers of the TCP/IP stack. So a process running at
the Transport layer can pass information to a process running one layer away at the IP layer but
not to one running two layers away at the Network Access layer.

3

Braden, Robert. "RFC-1122: Requirements for internet hosts." Request for Comments (1989).
Braden, Robert. "RFC-1123: Requirements for internet hosts – application and support." Request for Comments
(1989).
4
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of the TCP/IP protocol stack.
Similarly, it can be useful to think of encryption as taking place either relative to or at different
levels in the TCP/IP stack, thus creating a notional “encryption stack” that closely parallels the
TCP/IP stack. TLS encryption that is used by secure web sites, for example, operates between
the Application layer and the Transport layer. Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) encryption that
is used to create virtual private networks (VPNs) operates at the IP layer. Link encryptors
encrypt at the Network Access layer. Full-disk encryption (FDE) operates below the Network
Access layer, as does database encryption.
There are good reasons to encrypt at different places relative to the TCP/IP stack, but it is
important to understand that when you encrypt at a particular place in the stack, the
encryption only protects against threats that target layers at or below where the encryption
takes place.
If you protect data with full-disk encryption, for example, the encryption will protect the data
while it is stored on the encrypted disks. When the data leaves the disks and is handed off to
the Network Access layer, that particular form of encryption no longer protects it. So if a
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cybercriminal manages to steal a hard disk that is encrypted with FDE, he will probably be
unable to access its contents. But if a cybercriminal intercepts information being transmitted
across a network, the FDE provides absolutely no protection to the data. Similarly, malware
that reads data from a hard drive that is protected with FDE will be totally unaffected by the
FDE – once the encrypted data is read from the hard disk, the FDE no longer protects it.
Similarly, database encryption also only protects data while it is stored in a database. When the
data is read from the database, the protection provided by the encryption is lost so that attacks
that operate at most levels of the encryption stack are totally unaffected by database
encryption.
And if you are using TLS to encrypt data between the Transport and Application layers, the TLS
encryption will protect against attacks that target the Transport layer, the IP layer and the
Network Access layer, but it will not protect against attacks that target processes running at the
Application layer. Once data that is encrypted using TLS gets passed up the stack to the
Application layer, the TLS encryption no longer protects it.
But the biggest and most severe data breaches that have affected both the public and private
sector all operate at the application layer. This includes almost all versions of both malware and
advanced persistent threat (APT) attacks. Because of this, encrypting at the application layer is
the only form of encryption that will address these important threats. TLS encryption does not
protect against threats that operate at the application layer. Nor does FDE. Nor does database
encryption. But since these are the most common forms of encryption currently used by federal
agencies, most of the use of encryption is ineffective at protecting against the most serious
threats that Federal agencies face.

Summary
To summarize, Federal agencies do indeed use encryption as the Cybersecurity Act of 2015
requires, but the most common forms of encryption that are used (TLS, FDE, and database
encryption) provides minimal protection for the most serious threats that face federal agencies.
Because the way in which encryption is currently used by federal agencies does not address the
most serious threats they face, it seems likely that these technologies will also continue to
provide an inadequate level of protection against malware and APT attacks in the future.
A comprehensive agency approach where the data caries the security wherever it goes provides
24/7 protection and is only decrypted when there is a business reason to use the unencrypted
data. Compare this strategy to the current use of encryption using point solutions to
intermittently protect data as it traverses the network. This seamless comprehensive solution
requires less management than multiple point solutions and provides a consistent security
policy across the Agency.
To provide the confidence that both federal agencies and citizens need to allow the
government to realize the gains that efficient use of the internet can allow, it may be necessary
to enact new legislation that further specifies the way in which agencies need to protect
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sensitive data. Encrypting at the application layer seems to be the easiest way to accomplish
this, and this approach should be seriously considered by lawmakers.
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The NIST Risk Management Framework: Problems & Recommendations
Author – Don MacLean, ICIT Fellow and Chief Security Strategist, DLT
NIST’s Risk Management Framework (RMF), is comprehensive and sound, but years of
experience have exposed some flaws – some stemming from lack of proper adoption and
execution, some from unintended consequences, and others arising from the relentless pace of
innovation in technology.
These shortcomings reared their ugly head in the 2015 breach of the U.S. Office of Personnel
Management (OPM). In that intrusion, personnel records of 21.5 million government staff and
contractors – many of whom, like this writer, had high-level clearances -- were purloined from
an agency that had received satisfactory marks for cybersecurity.
The problem descriptions and the attendant recommendations are offered in the spirit of
constructive criticism. NIST’s work is consistently thorough and conscientious, and Government
security programs have benefited greatly from their efforts.
Here are some issues I have experienced with security programs and the RMF in the Federal
Government.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Conflicts of interest
POA&M abuse
Lack of incentives
Risk Scoring
Categorization
Impact assessment

The NIST Risk Management Framework (RMF) [1] [2] includes these elements:
System Categorization
The system categorization drives many security decisions, including budget allocation. The NIST
framework requires assignment of an impact level – low, moderate or high – to the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of each type of data under the agencies’ purview [3]
[4].
A key aspect of – and problem with -- system categorization is the “high water mark” approach:
if a system’s confidentiality is assessed at “High”, then every other aspect of the system in
question is treated as “High” as well. For example, some data may be very confidential, but
used infrequently.
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In the high water mark approach, the agency is required to implement controls for availability
and integrity at the “high” level. Data used once a week must that is designated ‘High’ be made
available without fail, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, 365 days per year.
Agencies might under-categorize a system to avoid budget issues. Alternatively, they will
categorize the system correctly, but write a series of waivers to nullify needless expenses. This
approach, when overused, can become a bad habit: waivers can replace security all too easily.
There are two other flaws in the security categorization process: misleading “quantification”
(also a problem in risk assessment); and confusion over whom the impact really affects. These
issues also arise in the risk assessment process, discussed below.
To assess the impact of data loss, agencies are directed to rate the impact of a data loss in
terms of security’s “golden triangle” -- confidentiality, integrity, and availability – using a rating
scale that typically goes from 1 to 5. The ratings are a matter of professional judgment,
supposition, and educated guesswork, but the numeric scale creates the (false) appearance of a
strict, quantitative evaluation. This creates ample, or excessive, room for error,
misinterpretation, or manipulation of the impact assessment.
Moreover, the impact assessment almost universally addresses the impact of data loss on the
organization, but not on the victim of a breach. Refer again to the OPM hack: the true victims
were the individuals whose data is now being bought and sold for profit on the Dark Web, but
the impact assessment almost certainly addressed the effect on OPM, not on those whose
records were purloined.
Security Controls
NIST’s compendium of security controls, “SP800-53r4, Security and Privacy Controls for Federal
Information Systems and Organizations” [5] describes hundreds of aspects of computer system
security in exquisite detail. Each control belongs to a control family, and most include control
“enhancements”. In addition, controls often offer a measure of latitude to the organization
implementing it.
For each control, there is a corresponding set of assessment procedures, spelled out in SP80053A [6]; an excerpt appears below. For each control, one or more assessment methods may be
applicable: Examine, Interview, or Test. The “Examine” method, refers to the review of
documentation on a control, and the “Interview” method involves interviewing appropriate
staff to evaluate the control’s implementation. The “Test” method requires testing a control to
ensure that it is implemented correctly and functioning as intended.
Notice that two of three methods – “Examine” and “Interview” – are indirect evaluations of a
control’s effectiveness. Only the “Test” method requires direct observation of the control and
its efficacy.
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Examining documentation, and interviewing personnel are much easier to accomplish than
testing a control, yet they provide ample material for bulked-up documentation ostensibly
demonstrating deep scrutiny of a control.
Risk Assessment
NIST’s guidance [7] is sound, but numeric scoring methods, detailed below, are problematic.
NIST guidance allows a government agency to choose a quantitative, qualitative, or semiquantitative method of scoring vulnerabilities, risks, adversary capability, etc. As with the
impact analysis, using numbers to express subjective judgments can produce misleading results.
We associate objectivity and certainty with numbers, but these numbers reflect judgments and
perceptions reflect subjective and uncertain levels of perception. The use of a common
formula – risk = likelihood x impact – serves to obscure the underlying data even more.
System Security Plan (SSP)
The SSP is a detailed and comprehensive report of the assessment of every security control: its
implementation, the rationale for its use, its effectiveness, its deficiency. The “plan” is often
written after the controls are implemented and assessed. The plan should be written prior to
implementation and assessment.
Certification and Accreditation/Assessment and Authorization
The Certification and Accreditation (C&A) [8] process, now re-branded as Assessment and
Authorization (A&A), results in a large set of documents requiring review and signature by
various officials. In some agencies, officials read every word; in others, the documents are
signed automatically.
Agencies must review security assessments carefully, to recognize security problems, and
ensure their rapid and effective resolution.
Plan of Actions and Milestones (POA&M)
A POA&M details each security problem, describes possible methods of remediation, and
establishes deadlines and cost estimates for remediation. Unfortunately, the POA&M can also
facilitate budget manipulation and schedule delays.
Cost Estimation
Cost estimates are often inaccurate, sometimes from lack of guidance, sometimes for more
disingenuous reasons.
Since accurate estimation is difficult, the natural tendency is to exaggerate the cost of a
remediation action. Estimates are crucial to the proper execution of a security program, but
NIST provides little guidance in their creation. Consequently, many estimates are essentially
arbitrary, or based on external factors such as political expediency.
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Schedules and Deadlines
Enforcement of POA&M deadlines is also deficient. An organization will typically create a
deadline structure but will miss a deadline, either from lack of funds, lack of available
resources, or simple neglect. To avoid negative scrutiny, some agencies simply change the
deadlines. This scenario repeats indefinitely: as the new deadline approaches, it is moved
again.
Abuse of deadlines and inaccurate estimates -- disingenuous or otherwise – inhibit proper
execution of security programs.
Conflicts of Interest
Another major problem lies in the contractual and business relationships. Typically, an agency
contracts a private firm to assess, oversee, and maintain the security of an agency. This sounds
sensible, but the company must often produce findings and write documents that make the
agency look bad. This creates conflicting incentives: the goal is to discover and report security
problems, but security firms endure contrary pressure to avoid staining the customer’s
reputation.
Compounding this pressure is another typical contractual structure, in which the security
program is part of an umbrella contract to manage all aspects of an agency’s information
technology systems. In this scenario, the security group finds itself at odds with both agency,
and its own company.
Recommendations
Conflict of Interest
Companies performing security assessments should be contracted by an agency separate from
the agency under scrutiny. GAO, DHS, or OMB are possibilities, but regardless of the
centralized agency, it needs to be separate from the agency being examined.
Moreover, the company performing the assessment must not also have a contract to perform
related IT functions at the same agency.
Under FedRAMP, a security assessment must be carried out by an authorized company, known
as a third-party assessment organization (3PAO). The 3PAO requirement contributes two
important elements to assessment integrity:
•
•

it ensures the independence of the 3PAO
it imposes standards of competence on the companies performing the assessment

The 3PAO model – an independent assessor held to consistent standards of competence -would improve the integrity of the assessment process by eliminating conflicts of interest, and
ameliorating the issue of assessors who lack sufficient training for the task.
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POA&M Abuse
The Plan of Action and Milestones (POA&M) provides a vehicle for undisciplined scheduling,
and budget manipulation. Tangible enforcement by a centralized agency such as GAO would be
ideal, but would entail a culture shift too titanic to be viable.
However, a reporting mechanism, such as the one in place for the DHS Continuous Diagnostics
and Mitigation (CDM) program, might be possible. It would reduce the incidence of deadline
changes, since agency curating POA&Ms would have no incentive to alter schedules. Making
budget estimates known outside the fiefdom to which they apply would give an incentive to
create cost projections more realistic than the current norm.
Lack of incentives
Government workers have no incentive for performance in protecting the systems and data.
Conversely, there is little disincentive for poor performance.
A bonus structure for performance, and more stringent accountability for dereliction of duty,
would materially improve security. Unfortunately, such structures are very difficult to
implement for government employees.
However, contractors play a significant role in administration and security of government IT
systems. It is relatively simple to create contracts that include bonuses for good performance,
and penalties for lack of proper execution.
Risk Scoring: Quantitative vs. Qualitative Scoring
“Quantitative” risk scoring is misleading. Numeric estimates based on intuition and judgment
measure nothing tangible, but convey a false impression of precision and scientific rigor.
Categorization
The “high water mark” approach – which mandates excessive measures in many cases -- is easy
to rescind; many agencies are doing so in practice. Numeric scoring, however, is embedded
culturally and organizationally. This method provides a false sense of certainty, which
subsumes its misleading nature. NIST would be well advised to endorse only qualitative
measures of scoring, both for system categorization and for risk assessment.
Impact assessment
Impact assessments evaluate the effect of intrusions on the organization, primarily the
organization’s ability to perform its mission. Many government missions are matters of life and
death, so it is right and proper to anticipate and plan for disruptions. However, many
government agencies are responsible for data whose loss affects individuals more than the
agency itself; OPM is a clear example. When assessing the potential impact of a breach, then, it
is essential to look at the impact from all points of view, especially those most likely to suffer
negative consequences.
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The Impact of Data on Cybersecurity
Author – Michael Seguinot, ICIT Fellow & Federal Director, Exabeam
Introduction
Every federal agency is obviously concerned about cyber security. Whether the agency is
directly responsible for protecting information and other agencies, or simply generates and
manages sensitive information, it is at risk. Both anecdotal and statistical information points to
increases in frequency and impact of cyber threats. While many reasons are given and make
sense, perhaps the most important factor in cyber risk and cyber threat is data.
I am not referring to sensitive data, i.e. the confidential information that hackers and malicious
insiders target. Instead, I refer to the data necessary to detect and respond to these attacks.

Data about Data
Confidential data is obviously important and at the heart of any cyber security program.
However, data about data - i.e. who is accessing that confidential information, how are they
accessing it, is that normal or risky, etc. is equally important for enforcing security. That data is
typically captured in logs; the steady stream of records produced by every database,
application, badge reader, printer, firewall, etc. on the agency network. Log records allow
security analytics technologies to “connect the dots” and make sense of users’ actions,
hopefully before information is lost. Logs can also increase the effectiveness of incident
response, as they can help analysts understand every system that is affected by an attack,
thereby supporting a complete response. Finally, logs support compliance reporting by
providing evidence of controls.
In theory, the problem is simple: collect every log record generated, index and retain it for
years, run it all through an analytics engine to spot problems, and then use the log trail to
respond. There was once a time when reality matched this theory, but that time has passed.

Data Explosion
The notion of “big data” changes every few years. Big data was once a terabyte, then hundreds
of terabytes, now it may mean multiple petabytes. As more devices and users on the network
generated more data, the technical challenges of managing these volumes arose. A decade ago,
commercial data analytics solutions such as ArcSight were able to handle and analyze the
amount of data generated by most organizations. The economics of the solutions were more or
less in sync with buyers’ needs, as well. That is, a CISO purchased one or more appliances at a
fixed price, and shoveled in as much log data as possible until the box’s storage was filled.
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Cost Explosion
The above model worked well from the beginning of the century until the beginning of this
decade. At that time, the vendors responsible for selling security intelligence solutions switched
en masse to a data-volume-based pricing model. As a result, every agency suddenly had a
reason to control the amount of log data it captured and stored, since every additional
megabyte dragged a higher bill alongside. In time, agencies learned to capture as little data as
they could get away with, instead of every byte that might be useful.
With an update to the price list, security vendors put federal agencies (and their commercial
cousins) on a path to weaker security.
Simply put, a security intelligence licensing model that forces agencies to trade off data
requirements against budget limits enriches vendors while hurting agencies.

Security Impacts
A common scenario in our national healthcare has a person who cannot afford basic health
treatment wait and wait until an illness becomes severe and acute. That person then is treated
urgently in the emergency room, sometimes too late. The treatment is usually more expensive
and complicated than the original basic treatment would have been - no one is happy with this
approach.
And yet, budget-limited security data management has the same effect on an agency’s cyber
health. An attack might have been detected early, allowing a fast and complete response, with
no data loss. However, since the agency is unable to capture and analyze all of the information
necessary to detect this attack, the hacker lives in the network for months, leading to a major
breach and expensive cleanup.
As someone who has worked in federal cybersecurity, I am no longer surprised to find agencies
that struggle to fully eradicate a hacker’s presence on their network, simply because the agency
doesn’t have the logs necessary to fully understand the scope of the attack. CISOs typically
respond in two ways. Many simply pay for expensive consultants, pay fines, and essentially
hope the pain is less than expected. Others begin building new custom systems using open
source, so that they are no longer bound to the cost models of the SIEM vendors. Of course,
this approach simply converts an expensive licensing model to an expensive labor model.

A Better Approach
As a generation of proprietary data intelligence systems fades out, new approaches are
available that marry the low cost of open source to the predictable support model of
commercial software. Associated storage and compute hardware has also become
commoditized, making long term storage and indexing of near-infinite log data technically
possible and financially affordable.
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Next, a new generation of security analytics solutions are available that use machine learning to
make use of that large body of data. The point here is not to play up the hype of AI, but instead
to highlight that the natural complement to security big data is security analytics that can make
sense of cyber risk at the individual user level. This allows agencies, often suffering from analyst
shortages, to cut through security noise and target actual risks instead of false positives.
Our recommended approach, therefore, is:
1)

2)

3)

Seek out modern commercial security data management systems that are based on
open source such as Elasticsearch or Hadoop. This breaks the per-byte licensing
model that currently chews up a large percentage of a CISO’s operating budget.
Reallocate budget freed from log management, above, to modern technologies,
such as security analytics, that can detect threats sooner and shrink the response
window.
Marry analytics-driven detection to response automation, easing the expertise
demands in response to threats.

Technology has advanced dramatically in the past decade. Today, it is possible to shift
significant security budget dollars away from older technologies to modern ones, potentially
freeing millions of dollars in the process. CISOs should evaluate their log management spending
and security design to better incorporate these new solutions. It makes no sense to limit an
agency’s ability to detect attacks or respond to them, simply because of legacy pricing models .
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Cyber Intelligence Fusion
Author – John Kupcinski, ICIT Fellow & Director, Federal Cybersecurity, KPMG
Analyzing and Using Cyber Threat Intelligence
The concept of cyber threat intelligence is not new, yet it may be one of the most unevenly applied and
least understood elements of cyber security. The truth is there are a huge variety of “right” ways to
incorporate threat intelligence into an organization’s cyber defense posture, and the only “wrong” way
is to ignore it altogether. Conversations about how to successfully incorporate cyber threat intelligence
into network defense, risk management, user awareness, application development or any other
component of information security, almost always lead to one solution: creating a fusion center to
handle the task.

Fusion Center Components
A fusion center must ingest solid information, run it through talented analysts and effective toolsets,
and produce informative, actionable reports. This means that the analysts and capabilities assembled in
a fusion cell must represent a wide variety of skill sets in order to consume a wide variety of data. No
one person or tool can solve any organization’s fusion challenges. Instead, it takes an experienced and
capable team of talented people. The graphic below shows the types of information flowing in and the
teams that handle fusing all of that information into intelligence.
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All-Source Analysis is the classic methodology-driven synthesis of technical information with intelligence
reporting (classified or open source) to form easy to understand summaries of use to cyber stakeholders
and partners. Technical Analysis encompasses the parsing of data and malware to look for anomalies
and develop countermeasures. Counter-targeting is a hybrid of these first two, wherein analysts
compare known or discovered cyber network exploitation activity as it is inbound to the targets it seeks
to exploit or infect on the network. This part of the fusion center can not only help Network Defense
emplace urgent blocks, it can help identify key terrain as defined by adversary activity and prioritize the
training and informing of personnel and the deployment of technical mitigations. Finally, the Network
Defense team is tasked with ensuring that all fusion center products can be applied quickly and
effectively to technology infrastructure by advising the other analysts and then customizing their threat
intelligence to the network infrastructure.

Stakeholders
In order to be as agile and relevant as possible, a fusion center cannot run the risk of being stove-piped
or isolated in one part of an organization. This means entities as disparate as legal, HR, inspectors
general, privacy, and public relations may need a seat at the fusion center alongside traditional security
and technology infrastructure personnel. Technology is a business enabler and a fusion intelligence
capability should be as well. It is essential that any fusion center contain stakeholders from all
components of an organization that have the largest possible effect when it comes to protecting the
business. A common question in a fusion center should be “who else needs to know?” Without engaged
stakeholders, a fusion center can never reach its full potential. Therefore, its products must be designed
with a clear vision of their utility, which is best accomplished through stakeholder buy-in and
participation.

Actionable Products
Despite the fact that this “fusion” solution comes up so often, there are many theories as to the ideal
components and mission of these center. Take for instance, if an adversary uses current event-themed
email to deliver payloads, significant world events may trigger the need to hunt for new subject lines or
senders. Fusion centers may also help tailor user awareness trainings keying into specific themes that
attackers are actively to compromise the organization. Another example may be patching/remediation
plans if an attacker has an exploit built for a vulnerability that they are actively using on similar targets.
Rather than being useful only to the network or security team, fusion products have value for both, and
truly excellent fusion centers meet the needs of all their stakeholders regardless of their relationship to
technology. However, there is not a one-size fits all product-list that comes out of a fusion center, but
rather tailored to the stakeholders who are involved, adversaries who are targeting the organization,
and technology the business has available to it. It’s also important to note that these fusion center
products will change over time depending on the aforementioned inputs.
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KPMG has seen and helped a number of its clients with creating fusion offerings and it can be
overwhelming to an organization looking to establish a new fusion center, or improve the effectiveness
for an existing one. Before one goes about building their fusion center, the question everyone needs to
answer is: “what do I want my fusion center to accomplish?” The responsibility of a good fusion center is
to make sense of a complicated problem set, but how an organization defines the problem is largely up
to the business. A fusion center‘s mission must also include the following qualities: “accurate”,
“informative”, and most importantly, “actionable”. In order to be “actionable”, this picture must be
defined in relation to the organization or wider community it seeks to inform. All too often analysts
receive intelligence reports, but still needs the “so what” question answered. Despite the fact that there
are reports being published on a weekly/daily basis and that fusion centers are appearing at
organizations large and small, threat intelligence still exists in a niche setting and most of the major
cyber incidents that continue to occur are completely avoidable. Just like with any other form of
intelligence, cyber threat intelligence is only useful if it is used to drive and inform operations.

What Does “Fusing” Cyber Intelligence Do?
In order to support this mission a fusion center must consume data and information, analyze that data,
and then produce finished intelligence products. It is also very important that any products produced
meet the needs of a diverse audience (technical, non-technical, business owner, and C-Suite). Important
cyber tips may be missed because of overly-technical or otherwise inaccessible terminology. An effective
fusion center can distill technical jargon into reporting that is easy to use and understand. There must be
a concrete “so what” and a clear expression of events and implications; not just technical indicators or
an engineer’s perspective on the mechanics of the activity. Effective cyber threat fusion products must
contain several components including: Data, Events, and Actions.
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Cyber Defense Data
A report or summary that does not give network defenders actionable information such as CVEs, IOCs,
IPs, domains, or email addresses, will not help respond to the threat. It is appropriate to distill this
information into an executive summary, but it must contain as much detail either in appendixes or
referenced documents/files. Personnel manning a watch floor may already know all this information,
but disseminating it further may be useful to peer groups, leading to an effective exchange of
information as a threat evolves or spreads. Furthermore, if the source of the information is external, it
must be quickly communicated to internal stakeholders.

Summarizing Incidents and Events
Second, a fusion center report must not only contain useful data, but also provide a summary of events
useful to both technical and non-technical staff. Simply disseminating the granular data described above
is akin to explaining physics only by presenting equations. In order to understand the concepts behind it,
the equation must be explained and worked out. Just as network defenders will need to know what to
do at their level, managers and decision makers higher up the chain will need to not only know what
their defenders are doing or seeing, but who’s doing it, how they’re doing it, and why it needs to be
done.

Developing Mitigation Strategies & Actions
Third, fusion center reporting must provide the audience with strategies for how and where to apply the
data. CVEs presented without a directive on patch availability or deployment priorities may create
confusion. Likewise, Identifying malicious domains or email addresses in use by an adversary without a
clear directive on whether to block, redirect, or otherwise address them may lead to malicious activity
that continues unmitigated despite being identified. Ultimately, it is the fusion center’s responsibility for
not just presenting problems, but also possible solutions. These solutions may not be ultimately
implemented, but provide a jumping off point that allows decisions makers a frame of reference.
Using Fusion to Find Balance
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Conclusion
Operational cyber threat intelligence is the summary of a number of parts. Those parts will vary greatly
from organization to organization. Not so much in terms of what they are, but how and where they are
used. The level of risk associated with not using intelligence effectively is difficult to quantify, but the
landscape of the last several years is littered with examples of what happens when it is done wrong or
not at all.
Approaching cyber threat as a purely technology-based problem set assumes that what we do with
technology has no impact on operations, or mission, or the bottom line. It is important not to allow the
engineering considerations of security issues to
overtake the intelligence implications of real world
activity. The easiest systems to patch may not be
the ones worth doing first. System admins may
resist two factor authentication because of
NETWORK DEFENSES INFORMED
business needs, but their accounts will always be
BY THE REAL-WORLD THREAT
the most valuable to adversaries. Threat
ENVIRONMENT WILL ALWAYS BE
intelligence helps ensure that what happens on the
THE MOST EFFECTIVE.
network stays on the network by incorporating real
world information, motivations, and events into
network defense posture.
It is important for an organization to understand their risk tolerance as it relates to the actors who are
targeting their organization. Ultimately it is impossible to eliminate risk all together, so knowing the
capabilities of these actors and their motivation for targeting the organization will help articulate a risk
appetite for the entire organization and provide data points in building a well-defined risk culture
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ICS Cybersecurity Incident Response Planning
Authors – Robert Talbot, ICIT Contributor & Senior IT Manager, Parsons
Information Security Office; Jack D. Oden, ICIT Contributor & Principal Project
Manager, Parsons Critical Infrastructure Operations
Recommendation
Organizations operating critical systems must plan and prepare to respond to Industrial Control Systems
(ICS) cyber incidents, whether caused by unintentional insiders or industrial spies, hactivists, or nationstate attackers.

Justification
Proper ICS cyber incident response (IR) planning minimizes financial losses from system downtime, data
loss, higher insurance premiums, tarnished corporate image, and loss of employee and public safety.
According to Michael Klepper, National Practice Director for Security Consulting Services at AT&T, “A
thorough and well-understood incident response plan (IRP) helps minimize the duration and impact of
security events.”
This paper applies to ICS Systems (SCADA, building management systems, etc.) only because most
organizations already have IT IRPs in place. It covers pre-incident planning, including creating and
staffing an ICS Incident Response Team (IRT), drafting corresponding policies and procedures, creating
an effective IRP, and preventing incidents. ICS provides a high-level view of IR stages, including incident
identification, containment, eradication, and recovery, but does not specify the best practice for each
stage.

Details
Unlike the ICS built 20 years ago, today’s ICS are commonly managed by Microsoft Windows or LINUX
PC-based Human-Machine Interfaces, communicate via IP protocols, and have connections to the
enterprise LAN and the Internet. The new architecture provides significant benefits including cost
savings and reduced reliance on equipment vendors for proprietary software maintenance. Transferring
production data to the accounting department is easier, and shows data to upper management in near
real-time. Lastly, remotely controlling and monitoring large, geographically displaced ICS systems can
save thousands annually over point-to-point data circuits.
Unfortunately, standardization and IP connectivity are not a cure-all. With the increased benefits come
increased risks due to a constant barrage of Internet-based cyber attacks. It is no longer a question of
whether there will be an attack, but when. The number of ICS incidents has risen steadily over the last
few years. Internet search engines, such as Shodan, make it easy for attackers to find ICS systems
connected directly to the Internet. No company or organization is immune or protected enough to
prevent all cyber attacks. Most ICS organizations have not done a good job preparing for a cyber attack
response, further complicated by IT personnel lacking an appropriate understanding of the need for
100% ICS availability and the level of effort to resume a process after a shutdown. Also, many systems
still run operating systems that are no longer supported and have unpatched, easily-exploited
vulnerabilities.
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Pre-Incident Planning
Although it is wise to create an IR Plan and IRT for ICS systems, cyber incident prevention saves
significant amounts of time and money, leading to a positive rate of return on the investment.

Incident Prevention
“An ounce of prevention is better than a pound of cure” applies, especially to ICS cyber incident
prevention. While offices function effectively without email for a day or more, railroad operations halt
without traction power, resulting in stranded passengers and commuting delays. Some basic steps help
lessen the effects of an incident and help get the ICS back online quicker. One easy way is testing backup
tapes periodically to ensure functional backup ICS configurations are available, which is good system
maintenance hygiene. Proprietary systems are susceptible to cyber attacks and vulnerable to individuals
with system knowledge, illustrating why Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) capable of proprietary
protocols are essential.
Having the proper security controls in place is another easy way to help prevent incidents. Internet
connectivity allows vendors and customers the ability to share data. Controlling ICS access reduces
pathways available for attackers to insert malware. Because most ICS attacks come in through the
enterprise, it makes sense to secure that access first.
IDS’s that recognize ICS protocols have recently begun to appear in the marketplace. Until now, there
was no way to pinpoint how an attacker gained system access because ICS incident detection capability
was nonexistent. Additionally, most ICS equipment has neither username/password nor audit
capabilities, making it tougher to control and monitor user permissions.

Assemble a Cyber Incident Response Team
Assembling a Cyber IRT is the first and most important step in developing an effective IR capability. In
addition to ICS engineers and control system administrators, the team should comprise network and
system administrators, control systems engineers, and facilities operators, and representatives from IT,
cybersecurity, human resources, communications, and legal. The IRT should coordinate with
organizations such as police and fire departments, FBI, county, industry regulators, DHS ICS CERT, and
vendors.
A prime consideration for establishing an IRT is whether to use internal staff, outside experts with
experience in IR, forensics, evidence collection and preservation, attacks and exploits, or various other
cybersecurity fields. Although these outside experts may be faster and more thorough, they lack the
current ICS staff’s systems knowledge and will need assistance of those maintaining the ICS system.
When using outside experts, be aware of their strengths.

Create an Incident Response Plan
Creating an effective IR Plan is equally as important as creating the IR Team. Once an incident occurs and
an ICS goes down, a sense of panic envelops the organization. Executives want all the information
available immediately, often causing much disinformation being produced because responders are time
pressured, but need more time to find the source and extent of the infection. Production managers
need to get the system back online as soon as possible to prevent financial loss. The legal department
wants to know about criminal activity so they can pursue damages. If the incident causes a disaster, such
as an explosion or release of toxic materials, the media is likely to expose the catastrophe.
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Once the plan has been reviewed and finalized by the entire IRT, several important tasks must be
accomplished to implement the plan properly.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Test the plan after creating it, and again periodically to ensure it works
Establish law enforcement relationships
Create contact lists with all external entities
Set up alternate communications paths for both telephones and networks
Provide 24-hour contact information for the entire cyber IRT
Create and maintain an organizational chart for the current team
Ensure current system passwords are stored securely

Incident Response Plan Contents
Purpose
The purpose of the IRP is to outline the general guidelines for detecting, classifying, and responding to
ICS cybersecurity incidents. The goal is to establish procedures that minimize business disruptions to ICS
operations by performing the following actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Confirm incident
Call the IRT
Document incident
Preserve evidence
Contain incident
Determine causes
Eradicate infection
Report accurately and timely
Recommend actions

Scope
The IRP applies to suspected and verified cybersecurity incidents associated with ICS resources
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HMIs
Data Historians
Engineering workstations
PLCs/RTUs
Firewalls
Routers and switches
Wireless Access Points
Other computers on the ICS network
ICS network devices
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Incident Handling Procedures
This is meant to present a high-level view of the steps normally taken versus an all-inclusive “how to” of
ICS cybersecurity incident handling. Following proven procedures will shorten the response time,
enabling faster production restart. An organized response lessens the chance of making mistakes.
Several Internet sites that outline good incident handling procedures exist. IRT can develop procedures
based on best practices listed on those sites.
Incident Identification
Finding, containing, and eradicating breaches during the first 24 hours is crucial to limiting impact. Upon
possible incident identification, quickly perform enough research to determine whether it is an actual
incident. ICS System Administrators accomplish this by working together with IR personnel promptly.
Identifying the incident accurately takes time and quality research to prevent sounding a false alarm.
Recognizing the difference between a system malfunction and cyber incident requires skill and system
knowledge.
Notifications
When an incident has been confirmed, the following procedures are normally followed:
•
•
•
•
•

Notify the IRT leader
Notify the CISO
CISO notifies executive management including the legal department in case law
enforcement needs to be involved
Executive management determines whether to contact law enforcement
Notify the ICS CERT (if assistance is required)

Containment
Every effort must be made to contain the malware by identifying infected systems as well as when and
which entry point was used. The IRT will use firewall and other logs to determine when the malware
entered the network. This assumes 1) proper network segmentation exists between the enterprise and
ICS networks and 2) connections to other locations or vendors are properly secured.
For a cybercrime, it is critical to preserve evidence and maintain the chain of custody, which takes
special skills and training. Compromised evidence is inadmissible in a court of law. Also, identify any
witnesses.
Eradication
Once contained, malware must be cleaned from each infected system and Registry (in Windows
platform) to prevent re-infection. If any traces of malware remain, the systems will become re-infected
when reconnected to the network.
System Restoration
Before restarting the system, restore corrupted data using uncorrupted backup data. If the IRT is unsure
when the malware entered the system, they must reload the operating system and applications from
the original system build media backups.
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Lessons Learned
The best way to standardize an enterprise-wide IR Plan is IR Team participation in a lessons learned
activity to document successes and improvement opportunities.

Guidance
ICS organizations face challenges achieving sufficient cybersecurity. Funding to complete both
vulnerability assessment and mitigations is the primary challenge because no single entity is responsible
for providing both IT and ICS systems cybersecurity funding. The corporate Chief Security Officer might
consider funding mitigations in the DMZ between the enterprise and ICS networks, but be unwilling to
secure the entire ICS network, especially when it is large. The Plant Manager (PM) would have to fund
the ICS vulnerability assessment and the corresponding mitigations. PMs may hesitate to authorize any
cybersecurity work because those costs affect the bottom line; however, some diplomacy and
homework will likely pay dividends.
An effective IRP is necessary and requires funding and time because of the ICS availability requirement.
Successful IR depends on planning and funding in anticipation of an incident and must be included in the
company’s overall risk program. Although it may seem like common sense, it is seldom the case that the
entire company is willing to help fund and staff such an important function. Usually, one high level
manager understands the importance of an IRT—frequently learned the hard way working for a
previous employer. Recruiting that manager to act as the team’s champion is important for successfully
convincing other senior managers to provide a team member.
Establishing controls is another challenge. Engaging a qualified external organization to perform IT and
ICS system vulnerability assessments is the best way to ensure proper controls are in place. Assessments
alone do not secure systems, and the assessment team’s suggested mitigations have limitations.
Cybersecurity presents the same potential challenges as any other business risk. If a cyber incident shuts
down an ICS system, the company will suffer a financial loss. The IT world realized this risk over 20 years
ago and steadily has become more willing to allocate funds for cybersecurity. The ICS world has been
slow to achieve the benefits of cybersecurity, but many companies have realized this risk and the
industry overall is coming along slowly. Widely publicized incidents, such as Stuxnet and the Target™
point of sale attacks, helped to raise awareness about the need for cybersecurity in ICS. Resistance and
attitudes that “this will never happen to me” still exist.
Attracting qualified personnel to develop IR procedures who are willing to work long hours in a high
pressure, high-visibility, and results-driven environment is a unique challenge. They must be properly
trained and team players because no one person can handle so many time-sensitive tasks.
Finally, most equipment and software should be on-site. For IR at remote sites, travel kits, including the
specialty equipment and software, must be purchased, configured, and tested.

Conclusion
Highly publicized IT and ICS attacks have raised awareness to secure ICS systems and possess IR
capability. An effective IR Plan and a well-trained IR Team are necessities for ICS systems. A culture shift
to change the attitude toward cybersecurity is necessary to improve successful and quick cyber incident
recovery and prevention. The change is coming, but realizing the need for cyber IR is slow.
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Protecting the Data – The Final Battle? Can Behavior Analytics
Technology be the Answer?
Author – Michael Lipinski, ICIT Fellow & CISO, Securonix
“Cyber” is defined as the all-inclusive space where connected devices and data reside. I think
this helps paint a clearer picture of the whole Internet, IoT and vast corporate and private
connected networks, data stores and complex IT systems. I like to use “Cyber” to define where
data flows and lives. Whether you’re a business enabling delivery of product or service or a
person simply wanting enabled access to everything you own or do; your sensitive data now
moves through and lives in Cyber space. Perimeter boundaries are almost completely eroded
and point-based security solutions are proving less effective at protecting the true assets of the
organization; our data. To adapt to the changing landscape, information security professionals
are shifting focus to risk-based data protection strategies that can help us detect, respond,
contain and recover from data breaches.
Insiders pose one of the most significant threats to the security of an organization. Trusted
insider “Sally” could be a bad apple who joined the company specifically to steal, sabotage, or
commit fraud or espionage. Or, more likely, Sally could be negligent and carelessly give an
outsider access to her credentials. The people we trust and the credentials we entrust to them
represent the largest risk to enterprise data. According to the most recent Verizon report, 63
percent of the breaches analyzed were carried out with legitimate insider credentials. The 2015
Vormetric Incident Threat Report states that 89 percent of global respondents feel more at risk
from insider threats than ever before. Even more surprising, Vormetric reports that 40 percent
of respondents have no formal insider threat program in place.
Why is finding insider threats such a struggle? The answers are in our log data. In every breach
you have read about over the past couple of years, the information to determine who, what,
how and why an insider attack took place was available for forensic collection and review. So
why can’t we use this information proactively to detect and contain breaches? One issue facing
IT and security teams is data overload. The massive amount of data produced from traditional
security solutions generate more alerts and false positives than most security teams have man
power to fully review. Another issue is the silos we have built within our IT and security teams.
The SIEM team does their SOC related activities, the identity and access management team
performs their work, maybe you have DLP/endpoint teams, proxy teams, application
monitoring… the list can keep going. You have data overload and no single pane of glass to help
sort it out. All the evidence you need to discover bad behavior is there, but the data sits in silos
or goes unnoticed. A seemingly nonconsequential event sitting in a point or siloed solution
takes on much greater meaning once it is correlated to very other event in the environment
relating to a user or entity.
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Another issue is that to date, most security technologies have relied heavily on rules and
signatures. That means they only look for known threats. Unknown threats are able to elude
these defenses. To protect our data from insider threats, advanced persistent threats, zero-day
and other signature-less threats, we need to be able to map behaviors over time, detect
behavior outliers, understand context, and correlate suspicious behavior to their corresponding
entities. Without these capabilities, security teams will continue to drown in the flood of false
alerts generated by signature-based systems.
I began researching behavior analytics two years ago. Behavior analytics technology has been
around for several years, but the field is experiencing a renaissance and a mass entry of
companies have emerged in the market. User behavior analytics (UBA), as it was originally
defined, has now evolved into user and entity behavior analytics (UEBA). UEBA technology
compliments your existing IT and security infrastructure and provides a means to economically
store, analyze, remediate and report on security risks to the organization. At a high level, this is
accomplished through heavy use of analytic models in combination with threat modeling.
Sophisticated correlation technology is capable of taking every event generated in your
environment and correlating those events to an entity. An entity is a user, machine, IP address,
etc. This single pane of glass is very powerful on its own; just envision being able to view every
event associated with a certain user and develop a complete view of that user’s activities within
an enterprise. This user activity data can then be even further enriched with HR data, geolocation information, and just about any other data source you desire.
Once you have this data correlated into a big-picture painting of an entity, you can now use the
machine learning capabilities of the technology to establish a baseline of “normal” activity for
every entity in the environment. Once the technology learns what normal behavior looks like, it
can alert security teams to suspicious, abnormal behaviors that could indicate a threat with
impressive speed and accuracy. These suspicious behaviors could come from any entity: think
user, point of sale system, SCADA device, hospital critical care device, or compromised service
account.
With behavior analytics, security teams are alerted to potential threats in near-real-time –
before a catastrophic breach. The mature technologies in this space are capable of finding
unknown threats (such as insiders) that go unnoticed by signature-driven security mechanisms.
They can empower security teams with a holistic view of context-rich data that illuminates an
entirely new perspective on enterprise risk. UEBA will change how we detect, respond, contain
and recover from insider threats and unknown attacks in the new Cyber realm.
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Only Modern Solutions Can Combat Modern Threats: The Necessity of
Modernization & Intelligent Solutions to Secure Critical Infrastructure
Systems
Author – Malcolm Harkins, ICIT Fellow & Chief Security and Trust Officer, Cylance
As early as 2009, the Office of Management and Budget named obsolete IT systems as one of
the biggest impediments on critical infrastructure performance on national security [1].Public
and private critical infrastructure systems that rely on outdated programming languages, and
unsupported hardware, siphon an organization’s resources, hobble its operations, and expose it
to malicious exploitation from internal and external threat actors. The cyber-threat landscape
dynamically mutates and expands in real-time. Critical infrastructure organizations must adopt
modernized systems capable of adapting to the threat landscape through the incorporation of
comprehensive security-by-design and layered bleeding-edge security solutions such as
machine learning, artificial intelligence, and algorithmic defenses. Recent breaches ranging
from OPM, to NASA, to Chipotle have all resulted from adversaries exploiting vulnerabilities in
outdated systems and practices which were no longer commensurate of the current threat
landscape. These antiquated and vulnerable legacy systems are amalgamations of outdated
hardware and software which have been bridged, altered, and jury-rigged as needed, for
decades rather than invest in updated systems that are compatible with associated systems,
that can host fundamental security solutions, and that are secure against malicious adversaries.
Between 2006 and 2014, U.S. federal government cybersecurity incidents increased by 1,121%,
in large part due to continuous reliance on “Frankensteined” antiquated legacy systems that
were not constructed in anticipation of the advent of the digital age and that were not secured
against the hyper-evolving threat landscape populated by ceaselessly surfacing threat actors,
including script kiddies, hacktivists, lone wolves, techno-jihadists, digital mercenaries, cybercriminals, and nation-state sponsored Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) [2]. Outdated
systems are inherently difficult to maintain and defend because their architecture does not
support or connect to modern systems in an efficient manner. Many can no longer be regularly
updated or patched because they have outlived the companies that designed or serviced them.
According to Moore’s Law, the processing power and memory storage capabilities of computerbased technology doubles every eighteen months. Therefore, a decade old system will
inherently be about four times less efficient than a new system. Many of the systems employed
in federal agencies are not a decade old; instead, they are older than most of the personnel
hired to maintain them. These systems should be replaced with modern alternatives that
leverage artificial intelligence and machine learning to seamlessly mitigate cyber-threats, to
dynamically adapt to the needs of the organization, and that automatically update, monitor,
and secure sensitive systems and data in real-time.

Legacy Systems Drain Resources
A May 2016 report from the Government Accountability Office found that the federal
government dedicated approximately 75% of its $80 billion 2015 IT budget towards the
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operation and maintenance of legacy systems. Worse, evaluation of the operation and
maintenance costs from 2010 to 2017 indicate a steady increase in the resources necessary to
maintain outdated systems. Precisely 5,233 of approximately 7,000 government IT investments
were spending all allocated resources to maintain and operate the archaic systems rather than
transition to less expensive and more state-of-the-art modern systems. Over the same period,
GAO observed a $7.3 billion decline in development, modernization, and enhancement
activities [3]. After the initial investment, modernized systems would cost significantly less to
maintain and operate, they would be adaptable to the future threat landscape, compatible with
emerging technologies, and would better secured against adversarial compromise by
incorporating security-by-design and layered defense solutions such as machine learning and
artificial intelligence solutions. For comparison, former federal CIO Tony Scott estimated that
the maintenance and operational upkeep of a modern IT system at $0.15 per dollar of
investment; whereas, the same costs of legacy systems averaged to $0.74 per dollar of
investment, without considering the opportunity costs associated with its diminished functional
capabilities and the burden that it imposes on IT personnel [4].

Security-Through-Antiquity Never Existed
Some opponents of system modernization contend that legacy systems offer “security-throughantiquity,” which insulates critical infrastructure from the cyber threat landscape because
attackers are less familiar with the dated technology and obsolete programming languages such
as COBOL, FORTRAN, etc. Security-through-antiquity is the notion that legacy IT is more secure
because the attacker has less knowledge and limited access or no access to system
documentation due to the age, customization, or technical inaccessibility of the system. It is a
misguided rationalization that inadvertently costs more resources in both the short and long
term to protect legacy systems that are far less adaptable, secure, dependable, capable, and
efficient than modern substitutes. The misconception arises from the impression that one
particular component or system is trusted and secure, so the entire amalgamated system must
be trusted and secure. In reality, legacy systems are notoriously vulnerable and exploitable. The
delusion of security-through-antiquity may have arisen from the absence of even foundational
information security solutions, such as artificial intelligence and machine learning, capable of
detecting and mitigating threats before data were exfiltrated, associated systems were laterally
compromised, or harms were inflicted on the organization.

System Modernization is a Necessary Inevitability
Consider that at the moment, the federal government employs over 3,400 IT staffers proficient
in “dead” programming languages like COBOL and FORTRAN, just to maintain antiquated
systems. As those programmers retire, the systems become more cumbersome to maintain,
more likely to fail, and more easy to compromise [5]. New talent, which is already difficult to
acquire in the public sector, are not equipped to maintain or operate existing legacy
architectures. Even if that a new hire possesses the technical proficiency to manage the
software and hardware demands of the archaic system, they will definitely lack any system
specific knowledge of how the previous operator jury-rigged subsystems, circumvented code
inadequacies, bypassed incompatibilities, etc.
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The emerging Information Security workforce are barely half the age of some of the systems
that they are tasked with managing, operating, or modernizing. GAO reported that some
federal agencies still rely on technology that is approaching 50 years old. For instance, at the
time of their 2016 report, the Department of Defense used 8-inch floppy disks in a 53-year old
Strategic Automated Command and Control legacy system to coordinate the operational
functions of the U.S. nuclear forces, the Department of Treasury relied on 56-year old systems
(some of which were programmed in Assembly), and the Department of Veterans Affairs
depended on a Benefits Delivery Network and a Personnel and Accounting Integrated Data
system from the late 1960’s. Additionally, the Department of Justice Sentry system, which
provides information regarding security and custody levels, inmate program and work
assignments, and other inmate population information, was 35 years old and was written in a
hodgepodge of COBOL and Java programming languages. Finally, the Social Security
Administration Title II system and its 162 subsystems were 31 years old and were programmed
in COBOL [3]. The concept of security-through-antiquity presupposes that attackers are unable
to learn languages like FORTRAN or COBOL or that attackers cannot compromise air-gapped
systems. Programmers capable of learning modern languages are just as capable of learning
ancestor languages; additionally, the ability to Google code or otherwise leverage the power of
the Internet drastically reduces the barrier allegedly instituted. Further, malware such as
Stuxnet, BlackEnergy, and numerous others have been able to cross the air-gap for over a
decade. Research from Dr. Min-Seok Pang of Temple University’s Department of Management
Information Systems and Dr. Huseyin Tanriverdi of the University of Austin’s Red McCombs
School of Business, found that federal agencies that spend more on the maintenance and
operation of outdated systems suffer more frequent security incidents. They found that a 1%
increase in IT modernization and development was associated with a 5% decrease in security
incidents [2]. Additionally, transitioning the functionality of legacy systems to the cloud or
implementing machine learning solutions further reduces the frequency and likelihood of
security incidents.
Intelligent Solutions Compliment Modernized Systems
Continued dependence on antiquated legacy systems is not sustainable. System modernization
is inevitable. Intelligent modernization will incorporate layered defense-grade bleeding-edge
Information Security solutions such as machine learning, artificial intelligence, and algorithmic
defenses. Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) solutions can decrease solution
fatigue, increase cyber-hygiene compliance, and offset the cost of modernization. Artificial
intelligence based machine learning solutions employ complex algorithms to detect, prevent,
and mitigate malicious files and code prior to execution, based on file characteristics rather
than signatures or heuristics. Consequently, these bleeding-edge solutions can scale and adapt
to the needs of the organization while eliminating unnecessary manual processes and reducing
investments in antiquated technologies and processes. Since these intelligent solutions better
protect the organization and can be applied to automate cyber-hygiene practices, the scarce
public sector Information Security personnel can focus their attention on maintaining and
securing systems rather than on policing other employees or on fixing legacy systems with duct
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tape and prayers. Machine learning solutions can regulate the internal and external
interconnection of federal IT systems and devices to ensure optimized and secure
communication channels that efficiently handle data without empowering adversaries to
laterally compromise sensitive systems. Consequently, an organization whose legacy
infrastructure has been integrated with the Internet of Things can modernize their systems and
train the AI to regulate the access and impact of IoT devices on the network. Some solutions
can even prevent attackers or malicious insiders from deleting, exfiltrating, or altering sensitive
data. Finally, while securing the systems from adversarial efforts, intelligent algorithmic
solutions can drastically improve the efficiency of critical infrastructure organizations by
leveraging big data analytics on the underlying datasets and subsystems.
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Layered Security Policies
Author – Stan Mierzwa, ICIT Fellow & Director of Information Technology, The
Population Council
Layered Security Policies – The Why
It is no secret that the foundation of any structure, building, house or functional system is the most
important building block to be established so that the components built on top of the foundation remain
stable, resilient and sustainable. Layered cybersecurity benefits greatly from a strong foundational set
of policies. Policies aren’t anything new to organizations, be they governmental, Non-Profit, nongovernmental, or for-profit, since they provide organizations with structured guidance and help to
minimize risks that can be brought upon in the course of running an operation. Glance at the NIST
Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity and you’ll find at least twenty references
to policy or policies within the many recommendations. In fact, at the highest level, it was the
President’s Executive Order 13636, “Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity,” which established
that it is “Policy of the United States to enhance the security and resilience of the Nation’s critical
infrastructure and to maintain a cyber environment that encourages efficiency, innovation, and
economic prosperity while promoting safety, security, business confidentiality, privacy and civil
liberties.” [1]
Within the NIST Framework, you'll find that it is practically mandatory to include a policy in the Identify
(ID) and Protect (PR) functions and categories in the core foundation, again setting the stage for what
your organization can do with its layered approach. The benefit of policies is that they can be
technology agnostic, but set forth in the general paradigm that follows.

Layered Security Policies – The What
With the emergence of cloud computing, a variety of options for technology solutions have emerged.
The options range from having the greatest control over the solution via Infrastructure As A Service
(IAAS), to a more middle level of control via Platform As A Service (PAAS), to the most minimal custom
control in the Software As A Service (SAAS) model. Each of the cloud options provides for a variety of
layered security custom control options. IAAS provides for the greatest amount of control for
implementing layered security and SAAS the least amount of control.
Most organizations have moved to complementing their technology operations with cloud services. If
you are a newly formed organization, chances are high that you are using the cloud exclusively to
provide the systems required to run your operation, as a matter of a more expeditious implementation.
If your organization is more mature and established, you have probably worked to include cloud using a
percentage model. Many of the Non-Profit and NGO organizations that I’m familiar with have adopted a
strategy of using cloud solutions to some degree, and I would venture to say they are usually
approximately 50% of the organization’s platform.
As we progress more and more into the cloud computing model in organizations, it becomes more
imperative to have at the center of the security plan policies that attribute to reducing risks. Reducing
risks will entail some costs, so the policies need to reflect what the organization is willing to accept as far
as risk.
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Employee compliance with information security policy remains a concern in many organizations.
According to a global information security survey, 57% of organizations consider their employees to be
the most likely source of an attack, with 38% viewing careless or unaware employees to be the most
likely threat [2]. You can implement all sorts of fancy technology solutions, but if employees find a way
to circumvent them and/or practice poor security hygiene, there lies risk to an organization. This effort
to circumvent has been labeled “shadow security” in the research literature. Shadow security involves a
staff member going around IT to get the technology services they desire on their own, and then
implementing their own security solution because they feel that security policy compliance is beyond
their capacity [2]. In implementing shadow security, a false sense of security can be inferred by staff. In
considering your layered security approach, please do not overlook the “human factor” in security
implementations.
The question I would raise to an organization that has a layered security policy is “Have you amended it
with the advent of and expansion of the cloud and with staff capabilities (of working around your
system?)?”

Layered Security Policies – The How
Chief Information Security Offices, Chief Technology Officers, and Directors of Information Technology
have a responsibility to create, maintain and adjust information technology security policies to help
create the foundation for security management in their organizations. It all starts with the written
objective and guidance set in a policy. For any organization with internal and/or external audit function,
policies are instrumental during audit and assessment interviews, as documentation and proof of the
policies may be the first requests for from the audit teams. Policies suggest that an organization has
given thought, process and approval for a holistic approach to cyber and information layered security.
The policy will provide the overarching steps to which one should adhere should a compromise occur,
such as shutting down a webserver if it is found to have been hacked.
Each organization may go about creating policies differently, but in general, the process requires a
formal document and approval by senior management. The process for updating and keeping policies
relevant may also be slightly different from organization to organization. In general, the tasks involved
in creating information security policies will involve
•
•
•
•
•

Creation of a set of criteria to be met
Research
Analysis
Consulting with experts and collaborating with groups such as enterprise risk management
teams to avoid creation of policies in isolation and possible overlapping
Ensure policy maintenance is observed

Many times, you may be able to consider not reinventing the wheel with a new policy, but rather
amending a policy that already exists. For example, when considering creating a new policy for dealing
with insider threats to information security, you may be able to adjust a general policy such as the
Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) in your organization.
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As with any policy in your organization, it will be important to communicate and train staff on the policy.
It isn’t enough to document a policy and allow it to sit alongside your organization’s other policies on
the corporate Intranet – you’ll need to train and educate staff routinely to avoid the notion that they
were not aware of the security policy, one of the biggest concerns and issues with adherence.
Layered cyber and information security policies will continue to grow in value and become more
valuable such that it offers a strategic advance, and additions and amendments to an organization’s
policy library will be necessary as the cloud continues to get implemented more and more. Recent
research suggests that creating an information security framework should result from analyzing five
different theories. These theories are: the information policy theory; risk management theory; control
and audit theory; management system theory and contingency theory. [3] By utilizing these five
different theories, a layered information security policy can include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Security Awareness
Security Culture
Information Security Policy
Protection of personnel information
Protection of industry related information
IT Staff Training

What becomes clear is that in describing your layered information security policy it must be an allinclusive and broad enough picture while including the five different theories. Failure to include a
segment, for example security culture or awareness, increases the risk of staff pursuing their own
security solutions, or worse, avoiding the task of adhering to the policy which would put your
organization at risk.

Conclusion
Information Technology leaders need to remain vigilant and both leverage existing frameworks while
adopting new being developed. It is not enough to wait for a government requirement for routine
assessments and formal report backs; organizations also need to continue to stay ahead of the
cybersecurity frontier, especially in the cloud computing paradigm.
Information policy theory suggests that the establishment of information security policy should include
five procedures of: assessing and persuading top management to support the security initiatives;
analyzing security requirements; formatting and drafting of the security policy; implementing the policy;
and maintaining the policy. [3]
Policy definition and creation may not be the most technical component of your layered information
security strategy, nor will they be the most fun to implement when compared with introducing a new
tool, but policy development is a critical segment in creating and maintaining your security position.
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